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WORKING FOR YOU...
LOCALLY

www.agrii.co.uk

HELPING YOU GROW

HELPING YOU GROW

10 ways we can help you grow
PRODUCE
MORE

01

We help you achieve better results, manage
production costs and farm sustainably

FARM
SUSTAINABLY
CONNECT WITH
PROFITABLE
MARKETS
2

06

Whether you home-save or purchase certified
seed, we operate the highest quality standards of
seed processing so crops get the best start

02

Our advice is led by the UK’s most
comprehensive and independent applied
agronomy research

07

Our nutrition, soil management and precision
farming services will help you target
applications more efficiently, cross comply,
and get the most from the crop and your soil

03

Our integrated approach means that all of
the components of profitable production are
optimised on your farm

08

Our iFarm network gives you the opportunity to
meet local growers to discuss practical adoption
of new techniques and share best practice

04

Inputs are delivered on time, from a single point,
saving you time and improving efficiency

09

Working with grain partners and processors,
we work to connect you with profitable markets
that add value to your output

05

Our skilled agronomists are members of
local teams – working together, with expert,
dedicated support

10

Agrii Finance is a highly attractive input
financing facility, giving you the flexibility to
manage cash flow to suit your business needs

Combinable
crops

Livestock

Forage

Fruit
and veg
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ACHIEVING RESULTS - SUSTAINABLY

ACHIEVING RESULTS - SUSTAINABLY

01 Achieving results - sustainably
Manage production costs
Agrii recognises that agronomy decisions have a significant
impact on farm profitability, however agronomy cannot
operate in isolation of wider farm management objectives.
Our Agrii Consultancy and
Environmental Services team can also
help with developing your farm strategy,
fixed cost management, utilisation of
labour and machinery, environmental
stewardship and diversification.
This provides our customers with a
more complete farm profit solution.

With Septoria resistance to SDHI fungicides increasing apace,
our focus now has to be on preventing infection taking hold in
the first place. We also need to do everything we can to safeguard
the chemistry that we do have.
Recognising this necessity, in recent years our wheat disease research
programme has been increasingly focused on integrated Septoria
management strategies incorporating a broad range of agronomic tools –
including varietal resistance, drilling date and crop nutrition as well as fungicide
timing, stacking and sequencing. This work helps us to advise you on
the approach to take to ensure the best long-term results for your farm.
Dr Syed Shah, South Region R&D Manager

Maximising Arable Performance (MAP) Benchmarking Project

4

✚ Identify enterprise strengths
and weaknesses
✚ Results on variety performance
help inform variety choice
✚ More effective planning
and budgeting
✚ Compare results by soil type,
farm size and previous
cropping
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We help you achieve better results,
manage production costs and
farm sustainably.

Reports are customised to provide each farm with
a confidential comparison of results against others.

2015: Farm Wheat Performance
1200

Gross Margin / Ha

Field input and yield data for the harvest year is
collected from participants via Gatekeeper records.

✚ Evaluate technical and
financial performance

Yield (Tonnes / Ha)

01

The MAP Benchmarking Project consolidates
gross margin data, providing a unique source of
detailed agronomic and management information.

5

RESEARCH INTO PRACTICE
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02 Research into practice
Farmers and growers need the best agri-intelligence to cut
through the complexity of modern agriculture and farm in a
successful and sustainable way.
Intelligence that is reliable, relevant, efficient and responsible.
Agrii invests more than any other specialist agronomy distributor
in research and development to help our customers prosper.

We have over

60,000 TRIAL PLOTS

and MORE
THAN

TRIALS
NATIONALLY
460 REPLICATED

In Wales and the South of England
we connect Agri-Science with farming...

02
6

Across

10
crops

Our advice is led by the UK’s most
comprehensive and independent
applied agronomy research.

140+
Live weather
stations

In house

ORETO

accredited
R&D team

Three Technology Centres in the South of England:
✚ AgriiFocus, Swindon
✚ Stow Longa, Huntingdon
✚ Throws Farm, Great Dunmow

CASE STUDY
Research into Practice at John Boyd
Farms, Lenham, Kent

At our Kent iFarm last year we set up 63 separate
treatments replicated in 169 plots to explore how
we could really make the most of our crop of Skyfall, and
determine what would be the best nitrogen, fungicide and
trace element programmes.
Particularly noticeable were the responses achieved
from well-formulated micronutrients applied in the right
combination at the right time. A programme including zinc,
copper and boron applied at all four timings resulted in a
0.21t/ha yield response, together with a lift of 0.5 percentage
points in protein. For a relatively low outlay, this delivered
a margin over input cost of nearly £85 per hectare.
The iFarm trials proved invaluable
to helping John Boyd Farms achieve
impressive commercial results from
their Skyfall crop. Not only did they top
the 13t/ha mark quite comfortably,
but two fields in the 45 ha block
averaged 14.5t/ha.
Neil Harper, iFarm agronomist

7

INTEGRATED APPROACH
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03 An integrated approach for profitable farming
We are different because our agronomists work with their customers
to adopt a truly integrated approach to crop management.

CASE STUDY

They ensure all the components of profitable production work together
– saving you time, money, effort and headaches and delivering
outstanding results whatever your soil type and potential.

Kris Moderski, KAM Farming and Yuill
Farms, near Weymouth – an integrated
approach to improvement:
The past 18 months have been a revelation
to us. We walk the fields with our agronomist
Todd every week, decide what each of the crops
need, and the inputs we agree upon arrive the
following day. We work closely with Agrii Seed
Manager, Dorian Jones, to select varieties best suited
to the conditions and requirements.

03
8

The extra information we’ve been getting from Agrii’s
research and benchmarking projects is invaluable
too, in informing the decisions we make. Having had
the whole farm SoilQuest mapped in the past year,
we’re also making great progress in improving the
precision of P&K applications and liming.

Our integrated approach means all the
components of profitable production
are optimised on your farm.

What’s really made the difference though, is putting
all of these elements together with the best possible
coordination, in a way which suits us. And the results
speak for themselves, as we only just narrowly
missed the wheat world record, with 16.4t/ha
in one 12.2ha field in 2015.

9

DISTRIBUTION NETWORK
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04 Farming on time
1

With Agrii, your agronomist and our depot
teams take the strain when it comes to
organising your orders.
Direct from your agronomist’s computer, to
the depot, to the farm... using the latest supply
chain systems to ensure the stress is taken
out of ordering the products that you need.

Local and reliable
✚ We have 16 depots in the South
(40 locations nationwide)
✚ 140 logistics employees
✚ Local teams who understand the area
✚ Drivers who know your specific
requirements on farm
✚ Over 130,000 orders are delivered
each year in the South region
✚ 98% of orders are on time and in full
– sets the standard for the industry

04
10

Peace of mind
✚ If spraying is missed, agronomy
customers can return unused
product
✚ All products and advice supplied
is covered by warranties and
professional indemnity

Inputs are delivered on time,
from a single point, saving you
time and improving efficiency.

3

4
10

6

5
7

9
11

8

Customer service
✚ Dedicated customer services team
✚ Extended working hours in busy
summer months

We’re on our way
✚ Opt-in to receive delivery alerts
by phone/text to let you know
time of delivery
✚ Plan your day without worrying
about delivery times

There when you need it
✚ All products from one place,
to the right store at the right time
✚ No waiting for separate deliveries
from different suppliers
✚ Same day deliveries if
urgently required

2

Ad-van-tage
✚ We have more than 80 lorries
and vans
✚ Vehicles are maintained
to the highest standard

13

12

14
15

16

Distribution points in Wales
and the South of England
1 Wigan

9 Finmere

2 Bartonfields

10 Alconbury

3 Welshpool

11 Moreton

4 Telford

12 Kent

5 Knighton

13 Marden

6 Ludlow

14 Larkwhistle

7 Presteigne

15 Willand

8 Fosse Cross

16 Plymouth

Icons/text needed
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05 Local, expert, support
Local teams
Agrii agronomists, seed, fertiliser and SoilQuest staff, work together,
in local teams. This provides them with the support and research
resources they need, based on relevant local conditions and soil types,
so that their advice and service to customers is tailored and specific.

Decision support

Local delivery network
Decision support:
✚ Precision farming
✚ Weather station network

05
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Team specialists:
✚ Farm environment
✚ Seed and fertiliser
✚ Forage and livestock
✚ Fruit and veg
✚ Combinable crops

Our agronomists are members of
local teams – working together
and with dedicated support.

Local R&D and
technical support

Weather stations
We also have a network of 140 local
weather stations across the region.
Using our MetQuest app, you can look at
historical weather data from the station
closest to your site, as well as 2 and
10 day forecasting. Disease models
and spray forecasts are also available
to your Agrii agronomist.

13

SEED PROCESSING AND SUPPLY

SEED PROCESSING AND SUPPLY

06

The seeds to grow your
farming business
Farm saved seed (FSS)

Fixed plants
Our Master Seeds certified seed is processed exclusively in Agrii
facilities, it’s fully traceable and undergoes rigorous quality control.
Customer support
✚ A dedicated team of experienced
seed specialists
✚ Continuously improving order
processing, planning and tracking
systems for efficiency of service
✚ Prompt delivery to farm
✚ In-season monitoring of seed
performance

06
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✚ Regional variety trials inform the
Agrii Advisory List to help with
variety selection

✚ Coverage across the region
✚ Roller bed system allowing
safe production

✚ Bayer approved treaters
ensuring accurate seed to
seed coverage
✚ Colour separator and bulk
cleaning service for removal of
contaminants including ergot

✚ Working closely with plant
breeders and consumers

Our fixed plants and FSS team operate
from bases across the region:

✚ Working with grain partners to
add value to crops and identify
profitable markets (see section 9).

Mark Taylor
National Farm Saved Seed Manager
t: 07836 527251

Quality control

Seed processing

✚ Official seed testing stations

✚ Regional production sites with the
latest seed cleaning techniques

1 Finmere
t: 01280 848848

✚ Testing and certifying
✚ Analysis standards higher
than HVS

Whether you home-save or purchase
certified seed, we operate the highest
quality standards of seed processing
so crops get the best start.

Extensive R&D and
grain marketing

✚ Fleet of 32 modern mobile seed
processing units

✚ Clear on-pack information
✚ Latest seed treatment technology
for disease control

Master Leys
Agrii produces 80% of its grass seed on local farms. This enables us
to have greater quality control, and our germination percentage is at
least 10% MORE than demanded by FERA.

2 Dunkirk, Kent
Hugh Boswell
t: 07740 926119

Matt Carlton
t: 07885 253450
Larkwhistle
Grateley
5 Exeter
Doug Marshall
t: 07758 26602
3
4

6

6 Lincoln
Sam Martin
t: 07918 626463

9

1

Luton
John Lewin
t: 07880 039657
7

Moreton
Mark Taylor
t: 07836 527251

4

7

8

2
3

8

9 Stafford
Richard Hill
t: 07970 230374

5

Fixed plants
(Finmere and Moreton)
FSS bases
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07 Precision nutrition
We provide nutrition advice across all crops and are a major supplier
of fertiliser - including macro, micro and liquid:
✚ Major supplier of all CF Products
✚ Suppliers of Origin UK
blended and imported
products e.g Granular Urea
and Ammonium Nitrate
✚ Enhanced speciality fertiliser
products e.g. OEN, P-Reserve,
Agristart and Maize Kicka
✚ Omex Liquid
Fertilisers
supplied, and
we now have
our own tank
storage scheme

07
16

✚ Finance deals available
(see page 23)

✚ Nutrition advice – Nutrient
Management Plans/Encompass
✚ We are a major supplier to
the grassland market via all
of the above
✚ Lime provision through R&T
Liming (now part of Agrii)
✚ Our SoilQuest precision
farming team can scan and
sample your field, create soil
maps, determine management
zones and help you to optimise
your fertiliser application.

SoilQuest services available:

Our nutrition, soil management and precision
farming services will help you target
applications more efficiently, cross comply,
and get the most from the crop and your soil.

SOIL SCAN

Soil survey maps using
field scanning technology
providing dual layer data
to help you achieve the
best yields.

SOIL REFLECTION

Soil survey maps using
satellite technology to help
you better understand
your soil variance and
achieve better yields.

WHOLE FIELD

Whole field sampling,
analysis and nutrient
recommendations to help
you target your inputs
and improve your yields.

CASE STUDY
Precision is everything at Wrights
Agriculture, Leicestershire

Understanding the actual variations in soils
across our fields has enabled us to be very
much more precise in our phosphate, potash and
lime applications. Accounting for them effectively in
our nutrition strategy makes a big difference when
we’re managing such a large area.
More recently, we’ve been moving to variable seed
rates for all our crops, varying winter wheat sowing
from 100 to 400 kg/ha in some fields as much to
combat grass weeds as to even-up establishment.
We’re also using satellite imagery through the
Agrii Precision Services portal to vary our nitrogen
applications. In addition we’re starting to employ
the satellite images to fine-tune our wheat and OSR
fungicide and PGR rates too. This season, for instance,
we’ve been increasing our T0, T1 and stem-extension
applications in the thicker areas of the crops carrying
greater risks of disease and lodging while reducing
rates in the thinner areas, applying 90-120% of the
prescribed average application rate of 100 l/ha.
Eric Wright, Wrights Agriculture

Understanding your soil is fundamental to
ensuring your fields meet their yield potential.
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08 Our iFarm network
iFarms are a network of sites across the UK, kindly
hosted by Agrii clients, where local farmers and growers
can view demonstrations of new agronomic innovations
and discuss how they can be put into practice on farm.

1

2
4
3

We hold events and practical demonstrations at
our iFarm sites across the region throughout
the year, as well as results conferences at venues
close to our iFarms.

5

08
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Our iFarm network gives you the
opportunity to meet local growers
to discuss practical adoption of new
techniques and share best practice.

Richard Derbyshire, Bartonfields iFarm Coordinator

A
7

8
B

Get in touch for more information about
upcoming dates, follow us on Twitter,
@AgriiWest and @AgriiEast, or look for
our local iFarm pages on Facebook.

Our host at the Bartonfields iFarm, Will Smith,
plans to establish spring barley on the fields
that have had cover crops this year, and whilst the
blackgrass is patchy in this area the brome seems
pretty thick. My plan is to let Will burn these crops off
and disc drill into it so we can see if these do any visible
good for the following crop. There is a great deal
of talk on these crops, let’s see if we can make
any of them work for the money in our location.

6

9

9
C
10

13

12

iFarm locations in the South
1 Thoresway

8

2 Leadenham

9

3 Fincham

10

4
5
6
7

Bartonfields
Ludlow
Bromsgrove
Winderton

11
12
13

11

Brackley/ Newton Purcell
South Wales
East Malling Fruit iFarm
Lenham
Dorset
South West

Technology Centres
in the South
A
B
C

Stow Longa
Throws Farm
AgriiFocus
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09 Profitable end markets
Agrii and Glencore Agriculture have
worked together for more than ten
years to offer farmers a range of
buy-back contracts that link advanced
agronomy and quality assured input
supply with added value end markets.
This unique partnership enables
farmers to access new opportunities
such as our Explorer barley contracted
with AB InBev – the key ingredient for
Budweiser beer, as well as premium
wheat contracts, and contracts
for pulses and oilseed rape.

09
20

Working with grain partners and
processors, we can connect you
with profitable end markets that
add value to your output.

Spring barley is an increasingly significant
component of the rotation on many farms.
When grown well, spring barley can return solid gross
margins, and we believe there is an opportunity to
push this crop to deliver more towards the
profitability of the farm business. We invite
you to join the Agrii Spring Barley
Initiative to be part of the solution.
Mark Thomas,
Business Development Manager

Please contact Mark Thomas to get involved:
Email: mark.thomas@agrii.co.uk
or Tel: 07860 619571

Glencore Ports and Storage Facilities
Ports
1

Avonmouth

6

King’s Lynn

11 Sheerness

2

Grimsby

7

Liverpool

12 Teesport

3

Hull

8

Lowestoft

13 Portland

4

Immingham

9

Portbury

5

Ipswich

10 Southampton

27

12

25

Storage
13 East Yorkshire

24 Oxfordshire

14 Cambridgeshire

25 Yorkshire

15 Gloucestershire

26 Humberside

16 Hertfordshire

27 Teeside

17 Isle of Sheppey

28 Wiltshire

7

22

22 Nottinghamshire

2

19
6
8

21

14
5

15
1

24

16
11 17

28

9

18

20 Liverpool
21 Northamptonshire

3

20

18 Kent
19 Lincolnshire

13

26 23 4

10
13

23 North Lincolnshire
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10 Agrii Finance
Farmer-friendly Input Finance
In association with DLL

Agrii Finance is independent of grain transactions and
you won’t be committed to a particular input manufacturer.
It means you can make the best growing and marketing
decisions for your crops without being constrained by
cash availability.

If you would like more information about
Agrii Finance, please speak to your usual
Agrii contact or call our Finance Team who
will be pleased to help...

10
22

✚ No hidden costs or transaction fees
✚ Flexible repayment structures tailored to your needs
✚ Very competitive fixed interest rates
✚ Fast and efficient process
✚ Exclusive to Agrii customers for ALL Agrii inputs
✚ Minimum spend £3k

Agrii Finance Team

Agrii Finance is a highly attractive
input financing facility, giving you
the flexibility to manage cash flow
to suit your business needs.

Tel: 01937 588095
or email af@agrii.co.uk

CROP
PROTECTION

MASTER
SEEDS

FERTILISER

ANIMAL
HEALTH

Credit is subject to status and credit acceptance. All applicants must be 18 or over and credit is for business purposes only.
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BRINGING IT ALL TOGETHER

BRINGING IT ALL TOGETHER

Bringing it all together
Your local Agrii team – helping you manage each stage of the production cycle from farm to factory
R&D
Extensive research
identifies the best
growing programmes

AT
WHE
AT
WHE

A
A

WHEAT
WHEAT

BB

PLANT
BREEDING

VARIETY & SEED
SELECTION

ESTABLISHMENT

SOIL &
NUTRITION

WEEDS &
DISEASE

PLANT GROWTH
REGULATION

MICRONUTRITION

ENVIRONMENT

HARVEST
MANAGEMENT

STORAGE
& LOGISTICS

PROCESSING

Developing the right
traits for market
requirements

Optimising crop
selection for the
soil type

Identifying the
most cost effective
cultivation system

Maximising soil
potential and setting
up yield potential

Crop protection
programmes that
maintain yield and
quality

Canopy management
to create the optimum
plant structure

Correcting deficiencies
that limit yield and
quality

Ensuring due diligence
and compliance

The right system to
ensure timelines and
full yield potential

Efficient post-harvest
management

Fulfilling customer
requirements
on quality and
specification

WHEAT
WH
EAT

CC

If you are an existing customer of Agrii,
thank you for the business you place with us.
24

If you don’t currently work with Agrii,
we’d welcome the opportunity to discuss how we can help you.
25

HORTICULTURE & FORAGE

WHAT MAKES AGRII DIFFERENT?

FOCUS ON:

FOCUS ON:

Horticulture

Forage & Livestock

Agrii serves a wide range of businesses in the horticultural
sector. Our R&D work and products and services, help fruit,
vegetable and salad growers and nurserymen to meet the
exacting standards demanded by the marketplace.

Adopting the integrated approach described in this brochure
to your forage system can help to improve its performance and
consequently the productivity of your livestock.

Agrii’s horticulture agronomists don’t just advise on the best
crop protection treatments, they can help with a wide range
of agronomy, regulatory, environmental and budgeting
requirements that today’s growers demand.
By closely monitoring specific crop characteristics, Agrii
agronomists can ensure correct application of inputs, to both
grow for profit and meet regulatory requirements. Monitoring
techniques include disease modelling using the Agrii weather
station network (please see section 5), soil analysis (please see
section 9), leaf tissue analysis and fruit analysis.

Agrii specialists in nutrition, seed, forage, animal health,
agronomy and precision, work together, using the latest
technologies in a joined up way – helping you to increase
your profits sustainably.
Our Animal Health team, based in Ludlow, Presteigne, Knighton
and Welshpool Market is made up of highly qualified and
dedicated advisory staff. We can provide advice and deliver
product to mixed and livestock enterprises across the country.
✚ Drenches, pour-ons and injections
✚ Proteins, mineral buckets and blocks
✚ Compound feeds, milk powders
✚ Vaccines
✚ Fencing and handling equipment
✚ Dairy and hygiene chemicals
You can download a copy of our Livestock
Directory from www.agrii.co.uk or just get
in touch to request a copy, or to be added
to the mailing list for our biannual
Animal Health Newsletter.
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What makes Agrii different?...

RESEARCH BASED

SERVICE LED

FARMER CENTRIC

Our advice is based
on the findings from
our nationwide trials

Holistic farm
approach based
on science and
evidence.

Trusted relationships
built up over
many years.

...The passion of our people, the localised
advice and service we offer.

RESULTS
ORIENTATED
We do what is best
for our customers
to achieve the best
results for them.

LOCAL
Local on-farm
delivery and
local trials.

Our skilled agronomists receive the highest level of
continuous training, backed up by the latest research,
combined with the drive and determination to offer the
best service for our clients to succeed.
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GET IN TOUCH

Connect with Agrii
Via our
Agronomy
and advisory
teams
We have over
300 agronomists
throughout the UK

At an Agrii
iFarm Event

Online at
agrii.co.uk

We have 28 local
demonstration
farms throughout
the UK

For the latest
news, event
information or
to ask us a
question

On Twitter
@AgriiUK
@AgriiWest
@AgriiEast
For regular
updates

Speak to our
Customer
Services Team
With any
queries on
0845 607 3322

Register for AgriiPlus

Sign up for our newsletters

AgriiPlus is a comprehensive information
database, and AgriiFacts is a regular
bulletin on topical farm management issues.
Available to Agrii customers only – for more
information please speak to your agronomist.

The eBulletin is a monthly update from Agrii.
We also produce a hard copy Journal and
eJournal three times a year, which provides news,
events and research updates from your region.
Please get in touch to sign up.

For more information on anything in this document,
please speak to your usual Agrii contact or get in touch with

Mark Thomas:
mark.thomas@agrii.co.uk or 07860 619571

@AgriiWest
@AgriiEast
www.agrii.co.uk

